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Abstract
The K-BTE device simply releases bio electrons photons. Enriched by natural acids, these bio
electrons photons become capable of dissolving unhealthy particles in fiber tissue. It means
number of sick particles, dead cells and oxidized proteins will be dissolved from fiber tissue
without harm to the healthy cells. This dissolving and dispersing of extreme bad and dangerous
unhealthy particles can operate in the brain or any other physical organ. In the brain, any kind of
neurological disorders can be checked searching for deep painfully affected areas and then
reversed by enriched bio electron photons. The same healing capability occurs identically in an
atrophied muscle, bone and cartilage tissue. It also works for plaque in the entire vascular system
by dispersing and healing. The ever present keynote of the K-BTE device is always the lack of
harm to healthy cells. The K-BTE device attracts and transfers light of sun quanta particles
consisting by its structure of element concentric rings which are consisted by bio-chemical
charges of bio photons and electron neutrinos penetrating directly into the brain. This light
injection fosters the regeneration, recovery and re-growth of neurons in the brain. This
enlightening process facilitates the brain tissue to regain its ability to send impulses throughout
the body while simultaneously improving mobility and homeostasis.
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